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Spectralink launches new camera/barcode scanner for the PIVOT Enterprise Smartphone  
Also introduces new PIVOT accessories and deployment tools 

 

 
Sydney, Australia — December 2, 2016 — Spectralink Corporation, the global leader in enterprise 
mobility solutions for the healthcare, retail, manufacturing and hospitality industries, has launched a 
new dual-mode camera/barcode scanner for its PIVOT™:SC (8744) enterprise smartphone, a new 
multi-charger base station for its 87-Series Wi-Fi smartphones and two device management tools to 
streamline mobile deployment and management.  
 
PIVOT dual-mode camera/barcode scanner  
 
Based on the Android™ platform, the Spectralink PIVOT:SC incorporates a slim, streamlined design 
with an 8-Megapixel camera and new barcode scanner that integrates with Google™ Mobile Services 
(including Google Play™ and other Google applications) and XML applications. This new dual-mode 
camera/barcode scanner allows users to switch easily from camera to scanner mode, offering both 
capabilities in one streamlined unit, without the burden of additional weight from dedicated barcode 
scanning hardware. Users can flexibly select which buttons they want to initiate scanning from or 
simply tap the screen. The camera flash is optimised to facilitate fast aiming from any angle without 
having to use the display to view the barcode. Current Spectralink PIVOT:SC customers can easily 
add barcode scanning to their devices with the addition of a license to upgrade their devices to this 
latest version.  
 
Spectralink developed the PIVOT:SC’s dual-mode camera/barcode scanner in association with Code 
Corporation, a manufacturer of advanced barcode reading imaging devices and systems, and the 
developer of CortexDecoder, a sophisticated and highly intelligent suite of image-based barcode 
decoding algorithms. Code’s software and hardware solutions are designed to easily integrate into 
streamlined, lightweight devices like the PIVOT:SC for use by mobile workers in industries such as 
healthcare and manufacturing. “It was a pleasure working with Spectralink on the integration of 
CortexDecoder into the PIVOT:SC,” said Garrett Russell, Vice President of Sales and Marketing for 
Code. “Adding the market-proven barcode reading performance of CortexDecoder to the advanced 
computing and communication capabilities of the PIVOT:SC delivers a powerful solution in a sleek 
form factor that will streamline the user experience.”  
 
PIVOT multi-charger base station  
 
Spectralink is also introducing a new PIVOT multi-charger solution to expand current PIVOT charging 
options. This multi-charger can be used for the PIVOT:SC (8744) and the PIVOT: S (8742) enterprise 
smartphones, and its innovative, interchangeable modular design is configurable to the enterprise’s 
charging needs. From simple to complex configurations, the multi-charger only uses one power cord 
for two base stations, which simplifies management and conserves space. Additionally, the desktop 
charger is a smart device that lets the PIVOT transfer data while charging.  
 
Device management tools  
 
Also helping enterprises get the most out of their PIVOT solutions are two new device management 
tools that simplify PIVOT deployment and management. The Quick Network Connect (QNC) 
streamlines deployment to get the PIVOT connected to the wireless enterprise network with minimal 
effort. The Configuration Management Server (CMS) allows administrators to easily customise and 
configure their PIVOT deployment to their facility, and also helps IT Departments manage deployed 
PIVOT smartphones with greater visibility and insight to keep their networks running smoothly. Both 
device management tools are designed to simplify management, improve service levels, reduce 
network downtime and save money.  
 
“Spectralink is excited to offer enterprises these new enhancements for the PIVOT smartphone. Our 
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portfolio is built around innovation that enables specific mobility use cases for enterprise customers,” 
said Ashish Sharma, CMO of Spectralink Corporation. “We are consistently looking to enhance our 
mobility solutions to focus on better serving our customers’ needs and helping them to be more 
successful.”  

ENDS 
 

 
About Spectralink  
Spectralink leads the enterprise mobility market with industry’s most deployed mobility solution 
portfolio optimised for mission critical healthcare, retail, manufacturing and hospitality applications. As 
the enterprises transition to mobile workflows, Spectralink is at the forefront of the industry 
transformation through its innovative end-to-end mobility portfolio. Designed for challenging RF 
environments, our mobile solutions enable enterprises to streamline their workflows and deliver a 
positive customer experience. To protect our customers’ investments in UC platforms, we offer the 
best interoperability in the industry with the leading call control platforms. Since 1990, Spectralink has 
deployed millions of mobile devices worldwide – providing enterprises with the industry’s most 
reliable, high quality and secure mobility solutions. For more information, please visit 
http://www.spectralink.com or call 303-441-7500.  
 
About Code Corporation  
Code is a technology leader in the design, development and manufacture of the latest generation of 
image-based barcode readers. Using advanced high-definition and multi-resolution optics, coupled 
with cabled and wireless communication options, including Bluetooth®, our product suite is 
ergonomically designed to expedite data collection tasks and enhance productivity for the mobile 
worker. The Code product line is used in critical applications within healthcare, public safety, 
manufacturing, transportation, retail and a range of other diverse industries.  
 
Code provides reading and decoding of all open barcode symbologies. In addition, Code also offers 
its proprietary GoCode® symbology for secured data applications. Code's worldwide headquarters 
are located in Salt Lake City, USA, and has regional headquarters in China, Singapore and The 
Netherlands. For more information, visit www.codecorp.com.  
 
About Wavelink  
Wavelink specialises in the supply, marketing and support of a range of leading edge Enterprise 
Mobility and UC Solutions. Wavelink distributes a range of products from Spectralink, Fortinet, 
Extreme Networks, COBS, Digium, Polycom and Purple WiFi. For more information please contact 
Wavelink on 1300 147 000. 
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